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“A Million Miles From Love” 
“Sometimes you find an artist who guarantees to deliver over and over again and for 
me, that’s Lucas Laufen. Although this offering has a faintly more subdued melody 
compared to the songs that we review in our blog, it is loaded with hauntingly lovely 
acoustic guitar picking and an unwavering percussive pulse and is still full of Lucas 
Laufen‘s characteristically striking lyrical imagery and similes.” – Yellow & Black 
09.09.19 

 
“Goodbye” EP 
“The intricate guitar-plucking throughout perfectly complements Laufen’s layered 
vocals, and bar the addition of a double bass and a solitary trumpet interlude (a 
throw-back to the singer’s first instrumental excursion, aged ten), there’s little need 
for anything other than the formula that undoubtedly works best for him: man and 
guitar.” – Indie Berlin 09/10/17 
 
 
 “Boulders” 
“Lucas Laufen reminds me of a few singer songwriters, but I just enjoy him for him. 
He has a performance affect that comes through in the track beautifully. He can sing 
with this soft whisper that works well. Beyond that, his guitar work is on point as 
well. But of course the exceptional artists are more than the sum of their parts. Laufen 
certainly fits that bill, expressing something that feels like pure heart and soul. This is 
a song that I love.” – Ear to the ground music 15/12/16 
 
“Boulders” 
“Australian artist Lucas Laufen pairs a stripped down sound with an emotive 
lyricism; both of which can be heard on his new single, “Boulders”. Laufen spent 
much of this past year out on tour, but he returned to his home nation to perform and 
gather inspiration for his forthcoming release, due out next year, before heading to 
Berlin where the artist will be living for the foreseeable future while working on his 
second EP. “Boulders” is peaceful and pensive – my favorite combo. Give the single 
a listen below and then head here for the complete EP.” – YabYum Music and Arts 
19/12/16 
 
Lucas Laufen – Live @The Grace Emily 
“Up first was the gorgeous, melodic sounds of local artist, Lucas Laufen. 
He delivered a laid back set, joined only by his electric guitar, which he 
playing for the first time since performing in punk rock bands years 
ago.  A highlight from his set was, Goodbye, the title track from his EP 
that he released earlier this year.  The track was a gorgeous combination 
of emotive song writing and delicate, melancholic guitar work.” - 
December 9, 2016 Kate Sansome for This is Radelaide 
   
 
 
 



“Boulders”  
“Pop in the way that Damien Rice and Jose Gonzalez are pop–not exactly folk, not 
adult alternative, but distinctly drawing on formal pop traditions in an acoustic vein. 
The “Quiet is the New Loud” folks would be all into this for sure. Laufen’s vocals fit 
excellently with the arrangement.” -Independent Clauses 27/11/16 
 
“Boulders”  
“I’ve been really feeling the folk vibes these past couple of days because 
the weather in LA has finally gotten chillier. If you’re looking for some 
more wholesome, warm, earthy goodness, take a listen to Lucas Laufen. 
Earlier this year, he released his debut EP Goodbye, 
featuring “Boulders”. There’s such a beautiful simplicity to his music that 
carries this warm love with it that is infectious. Check it out and refill 
your body with some soulful music.”  -Abduction Radiation 
18/11/16 
	
	


